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Abstract. The paper describes initial efforts on creating a system for the automatic
assessment of Swedish second language (L2) learner essays from two points of
view: holistic evaluation of the reached level according to the Common European
Framework of Reference (CEFR), and the lexical analysis of texts for receptive and
productive vocabulary per CEFR level. We describe the data and resources that our
experiments were based on, provide a short introduction to the algorithm for essay
classification and experiment results, present the user interface we developed for
testing new essays, and outline future work.
Keywords: automatic online L2 essay classification, lexical complexity assessment,
productive and receptive vocabulary by CEFR levels.

1.

Introduction

Learner essay grading presents a lot of challenges, especially in terms of manual
assessment time and assessors’ qualification. Evaluating learner writing quality
can be very time-consuming since it stretches along different linguistic dimensions
and thus might need several iterations of re-reading. Human assessment is
precise and reliable provided that assessors are well trained. However, their
judgements may also be subject to different outside factors, such as hunger or a
negative attitude to a learner. To avoid misjudgements and to ensure objectivity,
certain institutions have started to complement human grading with automatic
assessment as a more objective reference point, e.g. Educational Testing Services
(Burstein & Chodorow, 2010).
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Developing a data-driven Automatic Essay Grading (AEG) system is a non-trivial
task which needs to rely on (1) data consisting of essays manually graded by human
assessors, (2) a set of rules or specific features relevant for the assessment, and (3)
a classification algorithm based on the example data provided and the specified
features that can predict the grade or level of previously unseen essays. AEG tasks
have been addressed previously in a number of projects, e.g. Hancke and Meurers
(2013) for German, Burstein and Chodorow (2010) for English, and Vajjala and
Lõo (2014) for Estonian. For Swedish, Östling, Smolentzov, Tyrefors Hinnerich,
and Höglin (2013) have looked at Swedish upper secondary school essays, i.e. first
language (L1) learner essays, and evaluated them in terms of performance grades
(pass with distinction, pass, fail). In contrast to them, our main aim has been to
assess the reached proficiency levels in essays written by L2 learners of Swedish.
The system presented here uses CEFR levels (Council of Europe, 2001). The CEFR
framework has been selected since it is very influential in both Europe and outside
with numerous projects targeting its interpretation (e.g. Hancke & Meurers, 2013;
Vajjala & Lõo, 2014), however, very little work has been done for CEFR-based L2
Swedish.

2.

L2 essay classification

2.1.

Essay corpus

The availability of data is critical for AEG experiments. Our experiments are
based on SweLL (Volodina et al., 2016), a corpus consisting of L2 Swedish learner
essays, linked to proficiency levels as defined by CEFR. Essays cover five of the
six proficiency levels (see Table 1) with varying amounts of essays per level.
All essays contain information on learners’ mother tongue(s), age, gender,
education level, and at which CEFR level the essay is. Essays have been used
to extract features based on available annotation, such as level, dictionary forms,
word classes, syntactic annotation.
Table 1.

Overview of SweLL corpus
A1

Nr essays 16
Nr tokens 2 084

A2

B1

B2

C1

Unknown Total

83
18 349

75
29 814

74
32 691

89
60 095

2
360

339
144 087
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2.2.

Feature selection

Feature selection is the most important and time-consuming part of an AEG
project. Features can be language independent, such as n-grams, sentence- and
word-length, or language specific, such as out-of-vocabulary words (where
vocabulary is defined as some lexicon or word list). Our experiments included an
empiric analysis of data, the extraction of relevant features in machine learning
experiments and experimentation with those to select the most predictive ones.
Our complete set of 61 features (Pilán, Vajjala, & Volodina, forthcoming) extracted
from the linguistic annotation available in SweLL include count-based, lexical,
syntactic, morphological, and semantic features.
2.3.

Essay classification experiments and results

Using SweLL as training data, we created a classification system which predicts
which CEFR level the writer of an essay has performed at. We used the Sequential
Minimal Optimization (SMO) machine learning algorithm available in WEKA
(http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/~ml/weka/), which based on the linguistic features
observed in hand-annotated essays is able to learn how to automatically assign a
CEFR level to a previously unseen essay. Table 2 presents results obtained using
different types of features, where F1 is the harmonic mean of precision and recall,
and accuracy expresses the amount of correctly classified texts. The number of
features per sub-group is also indicated since it may influence performance.
Table 2.

Classification results

All
Count
Lexical
Morphological
Syntactic
Semantic

Nr features
61
7
11
30
11
2

F1
0.66
0.45
0.58
0.53
0.51
0.28

Accuracy (%)
66.96
51.48
59.52
55.35
53.86
36.90

Our system with the complete feature set (ALL) classified essays with 67%
accuracy, i.e. making correct assessments about seven out of ten times. However,
almost all (98.5%) classification errors were minor, within one CEFR level distance
from the teacher-assigned level, a very encouraging result which compares well to
the human performance of 45.8% reported in Östling et al. (2013) and systems
for other languages using three times more annotated data, e.g. 61% for German
(Hancke & Meurers, 2013) and 79% for Estonian (Vajjala & Lõo, 2014). Lexical
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features were the most informative, and the most useful single features included
the number of tokens per CEFR level and word-list based frequency information.

3.

Lexical complexity analysis

Both previous research and our experiments have indicated lexical features as
one of the most predictive ones (Pilán et al., forthcoming). For this reason, we
experimented with a stand-off (i.e. separate from essay classification in section
2) lexical analysis of the essays for giving insights into the lexical complexity of
a text, seen from receptive and productive perspectives. Similar efforts have been
taken for other languages, e.g. English (http://www.englishprofile.org/wordlists/
text-inspector) and French (http://cental.uclouvain.be/flelex/), however, our
resources allow us to identify receptive versus productive lexical items per level,
whereas only productive vocabulary is targeted in the English system and only
receptive in the French one. To be able to perform lexical analysis of texts, two
lists have been employed: SVALex (François, Volodina, Pilán, & Tack, 2016) and
SweLL-list (Llozhi, 2016).
SVALex is a frequency-based list derived from reading comprehension texts used
for teaching CEFR courses, thus representing lexical items that L2 learners are
exposed to while reading or listening, i.e. receptive vocabulary. The SweLL list
is derived from the SweLL corpus, showing the distribution of lexical items over
CEFR levels based on frequency information. Since SweLL-list items come from
essays, they indicate the productive use of vocabulary. Each item in the two lists,
a combination of a dictionary form (lemma) and parts of speech, has associated
information on levels at which it appears. We preliminarily consider frequency
peaks as an indication of the target level for that item. Refinement of the strategies
for identifying target levels are under development.
For analysis of lexical complexity, each word (i.e. its lemma in combination with
its part of speech) in an essay is tested against the two resources and is associated
with the CEFR level for receptive or productive knowledge.

4.

User interface

The described work has resulted in an online service for testing arbitrary new
essays written in Swedish. This is the first prototype of our system, where natural
language processing tools are combined to deliver a user-friendly analysis of
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essays. Initially, essays undergo automatic linguistic analysis which generates
dictionary forms, parts of speech and syntactic annotation. Then, depending upon
user choices, a holistic assessment (i.e. reached CEFR level) as well as lexical
analysis of an essay are generated using resources and techniques described above.
Figure 1. User interface for L2 text classification

Figure 1 shows available choices on the right, the feedback statement below the
input and colour-coded lexical analysis of the pasted texts. Users have a choice to
evaluate either L2 learner essays or reading comprehension texts. However, since
classification of reading comprehension texts is outside the scope of this paper,
we do not go into details. Words from the selected CEFR levels are highlighted
showing receptive ones in a lighter color and productive ones in a darker color.
The SweLL-based online system is not yet released for public use, however an
experimental version is already available through the Swedish Language Bank at
the university of Gothenburg, Sweden (https://spraakbanken.gu.se/larkalabb/).

5.

Concluding remarks

Our classification experiments showed that, even though the presented system is
an initial prototype and more work needs to be invested to make it fully functional
and useful in the language learning context with regards to evaluation of learner460
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written texts, essay classification results are promising. We found that considering
the lexical dimension is particularly effective for CEFR level classification. Further
work on refining the SweLL-AEG algorithm would include, among others, adding
error annotation to the essays, linking error types to CEFR proficiency levels, and
employing error types as a feature in our algorithm. Availability of error annotation
would also facilitate a more instructive feedback to learners.
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